Fabric Fun Quilt

47 ¼” x 44 ½”

Introduction

This lovely little quilt was designed by Emma Baumann, to show off large fabric prints or
panels with a few complimentary fabrics. The design is also perfect for show casing
appliqué and machine embroidery. If you do have some antique kimono silks stashed
or some woven textiles from India, this is the perfect way to show them off!
Have lots of fabric fun, Warm Wishes, Leesa

Requirements

Feature Print (large panel)

24” / 60cm

Complimentary Prints (medium flower and leaf)

two

fat ¼ / 25cm

Small Square Prints (small flower)

three

4” / 10cm

Inner Border and Binding (gold)

20” / 50cm

Sashing (black)

30” / 75cm
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Notes

• All measurements include ¼” seam allowances unless otherwise stated.
• Don't forget the cuppa rule, sit down with a cuppa and read the pattern from start to
finish before you commence.

Cutting Instructions
Feature Print (large panel)
Trim panel to 22 ¾” wide x 41” long.

Complimentary Prints (medium flower and leaf)
From each of the two complimentary prints, cut two, 9 ½” squares.

Small Square Prints (small flower)
From each of your three small square prints, cut a strip, 2 ½” x 20”.

Inner Border and Binding (gold)
Cut two strips, 1 ¼” x 41”
Cut two strips, 1 ¼” x 24 ¼”
Cut five, 2 ½” strips across the bolt for binding. Join end to end and fold in half
lengthways, wrong sides together. Set aside for binding your quilt later.

Sashing (black)
Cut eleven 2 ½” strips.
Cross cut these into the following lengths:
Two of 47 ¼”
Five of 42 ½”
Four of 20”
Three of 9 ½”

Quilt Assembly

1. Take the 2 ½” by 20” small flower strips and sew them together alternating between 2
½” by 20” sashing fabric to create a unit like a liquorice all sort!
2. Cross cut into 2 ½” strips, join these end to end to create two strips 42 ½” long with a
small flower print on both ends. Use the photo as a guide, and you will need to remove
a couple of squares on each strip.
3. Add the two inner border strips 1 ¼” x 41” to each side of your feature panel.
4. Add the two inner border strips 1 ¼” x 24 ¼” to the top and bottom of your feature
panel.
5. Using the photo on the pattern cover as a guide, lay out the entire quilt including
sashing.
6. Piece the four large complimentary squares alternating with sashing between.
7. Attach the 42 ½” sashing strips to each side of the panel, then add a small flower
pieced strip (made at step 2) to the left side, add the unit of large complimentary prints
to the right side.
8. Add a sashing strip to both sides of the other small flower pieced strip and add to the
right side of the quilt.
9. Finally add the 47 ¼” sashing strips across the top and bottom.

